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We give simple expressions for the mean of the max and min bounds of the ritial-to-lassial
rossover funtions previously alulated [Bagnuls and Bervillier, Phys. Rev. E 65, 066132 (2002)℄
within the massive renormalization sheme of the Φ4d (n) model in three dimensions (d = 3) and
salar order parameter (n = 1) of the Ising-like universality lass. Our main motivation is to get
eient theoretial expressions to oherently aount for many measurements performed in systems
where the approah to the ritial point is limited but yield data whih are still reproduible by the
Φ4d (n) model (like in the sublass of one-omponent uids).
PACS numbers: 64.60.Ak., 05.10.C., 05.70.Jk, 65.20.+w
1. INTRODUCTION
The universal features of the three-dimensional (3D)
Ising-like systems lose to their ritial points are now
well-established by the renormalization group (RG) ap-
proah [1℄. In this theoretial ontext the Ising-like uni-
versality is attahed to the existene of a unique non-
trivial xed point (the Wilson-Fisher xed point [2℄ noted
W-FP in the following) whih any Hamiltonian represen-
tation of an atual system at ritiality is driven to under
the ation of the renormalization transformations [3℄.
Less known is the existene of theoretial expressions,
obtained using perturbative eld theory (FT) tehniques
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8℄, whih are used to interpolate between
the ritial (non-lassial) behavior (ontrolled by the W-
FP) and a lassial behavior (ontrolled by the Gaussian
xed point, noted G-FP in the following). Suh theoreti-
al expressions are ustomarily named lassial-to-ritial
rossover funtions.
Atual systems undergoing a seond order phase tran-
sition also display a kind of lassial-to-ritial rossover
but it is not of the same nature as the theoretial one al-
luded to above. In atual systems, the lassial part
is only a non-ritial part (not governed by the G-FP)
whereas in the theoretial interpolation, the lassial part
still belongs to a ritial domain (governed by the G-FP).
Moreover, the renormalization proedure of FT is redu-
tive in the sense that many soures of non-universality
are disarded beause they are unessential in the viinity
of the ritial point. However, non-universal features be-
ome more and more important as one moves away from
the ritial point. Finally, these non-universal hara-
teristis are responsible for the distintion between the
nonasymptoti ritial behavior and the asymptoti rit-
ial behavior.
Generally, one annot expet to observe an agreement
between the theoretial rossover funtions and the ex-
perimental data in a wide domain ranging from the lose
viinity of the ritial point down to a state far away from
it. Nevertheless, exeptions may exist as in the ase of
the sublass of one-omponent uids.
It has been shown [9, 10, 11, 12, 13℄ that, despite their
wide range of numerial values, the one omponent uid
data olleted in the literature regarding a given prop-
erty (suseptibility, order parameter density, orrelation
length, et.) an be redued to a unique saling urve
(also alled master urve) over a wide ritial domain.
Now, it is well known that this saling urve an be well
reprodued by the lassial-to-ritial rossover funtions
of FT [13℄. However, an aurate understanding of the
range of its validity is laking. In the present paper,
we provide modied versions (named mean rossover
funtions) of the theoretial forms given in referenes
[5, 6, 14℄. A areful attention is given to the harater-
ization of the Ising like preasymtoti domain where the
number and the nature of adjustable parameters an be
easily ontrolled. A forthoming paper [15℄ will illustrate
the appliation of the mean rossover funtions to provide
a preise riterion for estimating the eetive extension
of the ritial asymptoti domain of the uid sublass, a
key point for future developments of a omplete equation
of state (e.o.s.) for uids.
Atually, sine it is diult to approah aurately the
ritial point both experimentally and theoretially, the
eetive (observed) saling domain is limited towards the
ritial point whereas, in the opposite diretion, the sal-
ing urve stops when the systems are no longer ritial
and before they display any kind of lassial behavior.
Here lassial behavior means the ritial behavior on-
trolled by the G-FP. Consequently, most of the useful
data on a system near ritiality belong to an intermedi-
ate (nonasymptoti) regime where it is not valid to repro-
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2due the data with the urrently used expansion limited
to a pure power law eventually orreted by one Weg-
ner's term [16℄ (the validity of suh a form implies the
lose viinity of the ritial point).
For development of an e.o.s., it is of great importane
to have theoretial expressions whih reprodue the phe-
nomenologially observed saling urves and whih allow
one to situate unambiguously any data set with respet
to the atual (system dependent) eld distane to the
ritial point. It must be stressed that, in this view, the
aim is not to test the most rened theoretial hypotheses,
or the most preise estimates of the universal numbers as-
soiated with the asymptoti or pre-asymptoti ritial
behavior. In addition, our sheme only applies to the
primary ritial paths along the ritial isohore in the
homogeneous and the non homogeneous domain, with-
out any supplementary onsideration on the roles played
by other nonuniversal sales assoiated with the eventual
eets suh as non symmetry [17℄ and mixing [18℄ of the
saling eld variables very lose to the ritial point.
>From a pioneering study [19℄ of the available data on
xenon [20, 21℄, it is known that the lassial-to-ritial
rossover funtions obtained from the Φ4d (n) model (with
d = 3 and n = 1) t the one-omponent uid results, in-
troduing expliit determination of the uid-dependent
sale fator for the relative temperature eld. More re-
ently, a similar study [22℄ of several measurements near
the liquid-gas ritial point of
3
He [23℄, has provided an
equivalent onlusion, demonstrating that,
3
He as a sim-
ple uid, is also situated very lose to a renormalized
trajetory that links the G-FP to the W-FP. However,
the authors of Ref [4, 5, 6, 14℄ have given a pratial
(max or min) form of their eetive funtions whih is
better adapted to the eventual experimental test of the
best theoretial estimates of the asymptoti universal
quantities (attahed to the lose viinity of the ritial
point), rather than to an unambiguous haraterization
of a nonasymptoti ritial domain of a given sublass of
systems. In fat, aounting for the error estimates at-
tahed to the universal ritial quantities under two max
and min bounded sets of funtions prevents the hara-
terization of the saling urve learly whih, of ourse,
is urrently aessible experimentally at some non-small
distane (to be determined) to the ritial point but also
is sometimes aompanied by a relatively poor auray
in the measurement. Moreover, due to the derease of
the theoretial error as the distane to the ritial point
inreases, the mean values of the bounded funtions are
suient to haraterize the saling urves.
Our aim in the present paper is to determine in-
between ontrolled funtions that are better adapted
for unambiguous determination (within a urrent experi-
mental mean auray) of the harateristis of the sal-
ing urves of the sublass of one-omponent uids. An
important point to note a posteriori is the unhanged
value of the temperature sale fator determined in [19℄.
However the unertainty is onsiderably redued showing
that it was essentially generated by the theoretial uner-
tainties of the universal values alulated in the asymp-
toti regime. That demonstrates the need to provide
mean lassial-to-ritial rossover funtions whih, by
onstrution, have a well dened single asymptoti limit
(i.e. Ising-like-well-dened). We will then be able to
determine signiative values of the sale fators whih
haraterizes the saling behavior ouring in the inter-
mediate ritial domain.
The theoretial rossover funtions whih we are inter-
ested in have been derived from a massive renormaliza-
tion (MR) sheme applied to the Φ4d (n) model. The MR
sheme has been initially developed in referenes [4, 5, 6℄,
hereafter referened MR6, using the Borel resummation
tehnique based on the results of the sixth-loop series
[24℄. They have been reently revisited in referene [14℄,
hereafter referened MR7, to aount for an extension
to the seventh-loop series [25℄. We do not onsider here
the rossover funtions determined by Dohm and owork-
ers [7, 8℄ who have used another renormalization sheme
(minimal) within whih the known series are shorter than
in the MR sheme and have provided their rossover fun-
tions under impliit forms.
The paper is organized as follows.
In Setion 2, we introdue the main harateristis of
the MR sheme and of the rossover funtions. Speial
attention is given to the non-universal nature of the ad-
justable parameters that are introdued in the max and
min theoretial funtions for tting experimental data.
In Setion 3, the mean funtions are determined rely-
ing on the properties of the theoretial funtions in the
two limiting 3D Ising-like and mean eld-like desrip-
tions, respetively lose to the W-FP and G-FP. Suh
desriptions orrespond to the pre-asymptoti domains
(PAD) near eah xed point where a Wegner expansion
restrited to two terms (leading and rst onuent terms)
is valid. The Ising-like PAD inludes the orrelations
between parameters due to the error-bar determination
of the exponents and amplitude ombinations very lose
to the W-FP. The addition of the equivalent mean eld
PAD desription very lose to the G-FP leads to a mean
rossover funtion with a limited number of alulated
parameters for this funtion (three in the seleted ex-
ample). A well-ontrolled form of any mean rossover
funtion an be obtained in a similar manner, i.e. three
alulated parameters for eah funtion. In suh a sit-
uation, the theoretial rossover forms are obtained for
a unique value of one parameter among the three. This
parameter ats then as a relative sensor to estimate the
dominant nature, either (Ising-like) ritial, or (mean
eld-like) lassial, of the alulated rossover. Using
this sensor, we propose an expliit riterion to measure
the extension of the Ising-like PAD along the ritial iso-
hore where a four parameter haraterization of eah
system is well-understood in saling nature. In setion 4,
we provide a onlusion.
In Appendix A, assuming knowledge of the riti-
al temperature of the system, we illustrate the three-
adjustable-parameter haraterization of the omparison
3with experimental data. The emphasis is on the role of a
harateristi mirosopi length sale, the reminisene
of whih is arried by the dimension of the bare φ4-
oupling g0 [see Eq. (1) below℄.
Appendix B gives some details on the derivation of the
mean rossover funtion for the partiular ase of the or-
der parameter in the heterogeneous domain, with a view
to better aount for large (theoretial and experimental)
unertainties in the determination of its orresponding
rst onuent amplitude.
2. THE MASSIVE RENORMALIZATION
SCHEME
2.1. The model
The alulations of the rossover funtions in the Φ4d
model rely upon the renormalization program of per-
turbation FT. This sheme makes the perturbative ex-
pansion of the orrelation funtions free of ultra-violet
divergenies. Before renormalization, the dimensionless
Hamiltonian (a true hamiltonian divided by kBT , with
kB the Boltzman onstant) of the atual system reads:
H =
∫
ddx
{
1
2
[(
▽−→Φ0
)2
+ r0
(−→
Φ0
)2]
+
g0
4!
[(−→
Φ0
)2]2
+~h.
−→
Φ0
}
(1)
in whih d is the spae dimension and ~h and
−→
Φ0 are ve-
tors of dimension n. ~h is the (magneti-like) ordering
eld vetor.
−→
Φ0 is the spin-like vetor. The ordering
eld vetor
~h is not renormalized and so will no longer
be onsidered expliitly in the following (exept when
required). The oupling eld r0 and the oupling on-
stant g0 are the bare (physial) parameters, whih are
two system-dependent quantities haraterizing the rit-
ial point loation of the physial system.
For the sake of simpliity, we limit ourselves in the
following disussion to the salar ase n = 1.
At this stage, it is worthwhile to state that the dimen-
sion of any quantity appearing in H is expressed in terms
of only one inverse length unit: a wave-vetor uto, Λ
(or the inverse of a lattie spaing for magneti solid sys-
tems for example). Sine H is dimensionless, a simple
evaluation of Eq. (1) shows that the dimension (in unit
Λ) of Φ0 is
d−2
2 , while that of r0 is 2, and that of g0 is
4− d.
When d = 4, the perturbative expansion in powers
of the dimensionless oupling onstant g0 involves ultra-
violet divergenies whih are removed by redening the
three initial Hamiltonian (bare) parameters {Φ0, r0, g0}
into new (renormalized) ones {Φ,m, g}, via the following
relations:
r0 = m
2 + δm2 (2)
Φ0 = [Z3 (g)]
1
2 Φ (3)
g0 = (m)
4−d
g
Z1 (g)
[Z3 (g)]
2 (4)
with subtration onditions whih, in four dimensions
(d = 4), are required to make the renormalized pertur-
bative expansion in powers of g nite.
In three dimensions, however, only the mass renormal-
ization is needed to have a nite theory. Consequently,
with the introdution ofm instead of r0, the renormaliza-
tion funtions, like Z1 and Z3, even expressed in terms of
the bare oupling g0 and without ultra-violet regulator
Λ (set to innity), are well dened funtions. Introdu-
ing the notation Γ
(L,N)
0 ({q, p} ;m, g0, d) for the Fourier
transforms of the bare N -point vertex funtions with L
insertions of the squared eld Φ20, the following deni-
tions stand (for d < 4)
Z−13 =
∂
∂p2
Γ
(0,2)
0 (p;m, g0, d)
Z−11 =
Γ
(0,4)
0 ({0} ;m, g0, d)
g0
Z−12 = Γ
(1,2)
0 ({0} ;m, g0, d)
in whih Z2 is a renormalization funtion whih restores
the linear measure of the distane to the ritial temper-
ature Tc, originally dened by the bare parameter r0 and
whih has been lost when introduing the renormalized
mass m [via Eq. (2) and a ondition, not written here,
whih denes m as the inverse orrelation length℄.
Sine Λ has been eliminated in the renormalization
proess,m plays the role of the eetive wave-vetor sale
of referene and ould be used as the unit to express the
dimension of any dimensioned quantity. However, be-
ause m (the inverse of the orrelation length) vanishes
at the ritial point it is preferable to use g0 whih, for
d 6= 4, is a dimensioned onstant at the ritial tem-
perature [see Eq. (10) below℄. Hene, (g0)
1
4−d
will be
substituted to Λ to play the role of the wave-vetor unit
(see below). Notie that in three dimensions g0 has ex-
atly the dimension of Λ (i.e. of the inverse of a length)
whih is very onvenient but not essential.
The dimensionless renormalization funtions Zi have
been alulated up to sixth order [24℄ and then partly up
to seventh order [25℄ in powers of g. These series have
been summed to estimate the ritial exponents with
great auray [26, 27℄ and also to determine nonasymp-
toti ritial funtions in the homogeneous phase [4, 5℄.
With the alulation of supplementary integrals [6℄, the
alulations have been exended to the inhomogeneous
phase up to fth order allowing the determination of the
nonasymptoti ritial funtions [6℄ in this phase and of
the equation of state [27, 28℄. The alulations of the
4nonasymptoti ritial funtions have been revisited [14℄
in order to aount for the most reent estimates of the
asymptoti universal ritial quantities [27℄ and also to
provide omplete lassial-to-ritial rossover forms [14℄
whih we are presently interested in.
2.2. The rossover funtions
In the perturbative framework, the renormalized ou-
pling g may take on any value in the range [0, g∗] where
g∗ is its W-FP value (a value whih may be estimated
in three dimensions by looking at the nontrivial zero of
some series) and 0 is its G-FP value. The rossover fun-
tions have been obtained by resumming the series of a
physial property P of interest suh as the orrelation
length ℓ (g) [= (m)
−1
℄ or the suseptibily χ (g), for a
disretized variation of g in this range. An expression
for the ritial saling eld t (g) (whih measures the
physial distane to the ritial point) is obtained via an
integration of the resummed series of Z2 (g) (see ref. [5℄
for example). Hene the variations of ℓ or χ, in terms of
t, are primarily obtained impliitly via the dummy pa-
rameter g. Expliit funtions of t representing ℓ or χ are
then obtained by tting ad ho forms to their disretized
evolutions in the range ]0, g∗[.
It is to be noted that, appart from r0 whih is used to
determine t (see below), the only remaining dimensioned
parameter of the Φ4d model is the bare oupling g0 with a
dimension (in length unit) equal to d− 4 . Then, all the
nal funtions are redued by the appropriate powers of
g0 so as to be dimensionless.
In MR6, ontrary to MR7, the entire rossover (or-
responding to the omplete range ]0, g∗[) had not been
published. Also, in MR6, the error analysis was made
independently from that assoiated with the estimates
of the ritial exponents done by Le Guillou and Zinn-
Justin [26℄. In MR7 the onvergene riteria for the Borel
resummation of the dierent funtions, like ℓ or χ, was
hosen suh that the max and min bounds of the re-
sulting ritial exponents agreed as losely as possible to
the (revised) values obtained by Guida and Zinn-Justin
[27℄. However, in doing so, it is more than likely that the
error bars have been over estimated ompared to what
the resummation method used would have naturally indi-
ated (following the rules applied in MR6). This is why
the results of MR6 are also of interest to us espeially
in the ase of the order parameter in the heterogeneous
domain for whih the large unertainties of MR7 are not
favourable for aurate tting of the experimental data
(see appendix B).
In MR7, two tables were presented to give an envelope
for eah funtion FP (t
∗) representing a (dimensionless)
model property P versus a disretized dimensionless sal-
ing eld t∗ [dened in Eq. (11) below℄ over the entire
range ]0, g∗[ for the max and min bounds. The follow-
ing expressions FP (t
∗) were used to ontinuously t the
disrete data from eah partiular table
FP (t
∗) = Z±P (t
∗)
−eP
K∏
i=1
(
1 +X±P,i (t
∗)
D±
P
(t∗)
)Y ±
P,i
(5)
with
D±P (t
∗) = ∆− 1 + S
±
P,1
√
t∗ + 1
S±P,2
√
t∗ + 1
(6)
In Eq. (5), 3 ≤ K ≤ 5, depending on the required t
quality for eah property P =
{
(χ∗)−1 ; (ℓ∗)−1 ;C∗;m∗
}
[the supersript * indiates dimensionless quantities, χ∗
is the suseptibility; ℓ∗ is the orrelation length; C∗ is
the heat apaity; m∗ is the order parameter in the non-
homogeneous domain (note the distintion with the de-
orated m used for the renormalized mass)℄. eP and ∆
are the leading and rst onuent universal exponents,
respetively. The symbol ± indiates the possible homo-
geneous (+) and nonhomogeneous (−) domains. All the
onstants Z
±
P , X
±
P,i, Y
±
P,i, and S
±
P,i in Eqs. (5) and (6) are
tabulated in [14℄. They result from the tting of eqs. (5,
6) to the theoretial alulations done point by point in
the disretized omplete t∗ = {∞, 0} range orrespond-
ing to the omplete range ]0, g∗[. The ritial behavior
of the spei heat is partiular suh that, ompared to
Eq. (5), it involves an additive ritial onstant that we
note X±P,6.
2.3. Physial validity of the funtions
2.3.1. Analytial orretions disarded
To ompare the theoretial funtions to measurements,
we must relate the Hamiltonian parameters (r0, g0, h) to
their physial ounterparts. This is done by the (usual)
basi assumption that the bare quantities (g0, r0, h) are
analytial funtions of the orresponding physial quan-
tities T and H (in usual notations for magneti systems)
whih ontrol the approah to the atual ritial point.
Impliitly, we admit that the Hamiltonian energy is om-
parable to the physial free energy measured in unit of
kBT ∼= kBTc very lose to the atual ritial temperature
Tc of the system.
Assuming that analytial orretions to saling are
negligible, this introdues two arbitrary sale fators
(noted ϑ and ψ in the following) assoiated with the two
bare elds r0 and h, respetively, and one onstant in-
verse length sale (g0)
1
4−d
whih xes the dimensionality
of the physial variables. This an be aomplished as
follows:
1. At h = 0, the bare eld r0 = r0 (T ) must be related
to the atual temperature T of the system, leading
to dene its ritial value r0c = r0 (Tc) from the
atual ritial temperature Tc of the system. For T
5lose to Tc, it beomes possible to relate the bare
eld dierene r0 (T )− r0c (Tc) to the temperature
distane T − Tc by the following analytial (linear)
approximation
r0 − r0c = const× (T − Tc) +O
[
(T − Tc)2
]
(7)
In an equivalent manner, at r0 = r0c, the bare eld
h must be related to the atual (magneti eld)
variable H (in notations for magneti system) of
the system, leading also to the possible analytial
(linear) approximation
h = const×H +O [H2] (8)
for h lose to zero. Correlatively, the linearization
between the bare order parameter m = 〈Φ0〉 to
the atual (magnetization) density variable M (in
notations for magneti system) reads
m = const×M [(T − Tc) , H ]+
O
[
(T − Tc)2 , H2, H × (T − Tc)
]
(9)
where the two onstant prefators of Eqs. (8) and
(9) are interrelated by thermodynami onsidera-
tions attahed to the onjugated variables M and
H (or m and h equivalently).
Finally, at the above linearized order of the rela-
tions between the bare elds and the physial elds,
lose to the ritial point dened by T −Tc = 0 (or
r0 − r0c = 0) and H = 0 (or h = 0), we an intro-
due one nite value of the oupling onstant suh
as,
g0 = const +O (T − Tc) +O [H ] (10)
whih appears then as a system-dependent ritial
quantity whih must take the d − 4 dimension (in
length unit). In the Eqs. (7) to (9), one generally
keeps only the leading terms but one must keep in
mind that far away from Tc, the negleted seond
order analytial terms O
[
(T − Tc)2
]
, O [H2], and
O [H × (T − Tc)] (within r0, h and m) ould have
some importane espeially in approahing the G-
FP.
2. With g0 dened by Eq. (10), we an now appropri-
ately make dimensionless the bare quantity r0 by
introduing the dimensionless saling eld t∗ used
in Eqs. (5) and (6):
t∗ =
r0 − r0c
(g0)
2
4−d
(11)
For the atual system, it is onvenient to dene the
redued temperature distane in units of the riti-
al temperature (already hosen to express the en-
ergy unit of the hamiltonian), leading to the usual
notation of the thermal like eld ∆τ∗ = T−TcTc . As-
suming a suiently small ∆τ∗, t∗ and ∆τ∗ are
related by the rst dimensionless arbitrary sale
fator ϑ:
t∗ = ϑ×∆τ∗ (12)
Similar assumptions stand for the seond saling
eld h whih must be related to H by Eq. (8).
A seond arbitrary sale fator appears, noted ψ,
between the dimensionless eld h∗ = h
(g0)
d+2
2(4−d)
and
its orresponding dimensionless physial quantity
H∗ (here in notations for magneti systems):
h∗ = ψ ×H∗ (13)
Correspondingly, the dimensionless order parame-
ter eld m∗ = 〈Φ∗0〉 = m
(g0)
d−2
2(4−d)
is then related
to the dimensionless physial quantity M∗ (here in
notation for magneti systems) by
m∗ = (ψ)
−1 ×M∗ (14)
Finally the length (g0)
1
d−4
must be related to a
mirosopi length sale a harateristi of the a-
tual system as:
(g0)
1
d−4 = u∗0 × a (15)
where u∗0 is a dimensionless number similar to ϑ
and ψ. Notie that u∗0 has the harateristi of tak-
ing a value whih depends on the (a priori) hoie
of a system dependent length sale a, not attahed
to the ritial behavior. That harateristi will
be used to determine a sublass of omparable
systems [i.e. systems having a omparable hara-
teristi length sale a (see below)℄.
As will be shown in Appendix A, it is worthwhile
already indiating here that the onsideration of a
via Eq. (15) is not required when the orrelation
length is onsidered alone. This is beause the di-
mensionless orrelation length ℓ∗ of the theoretial
model is naturally ompared with the experimental
measurement ξ via the following relation:
ℓ∗ = (g0)
1
4−d × ξ (16)
In Appendix A, limiting our alulations to the d = 3
ase, we illustrate the way the adjustable parameters are
determined where the emphasis is also on the hoie of
the mirosopi length sale a appearing in Eq. (15).
When the ritial temperature of the system is known,
tting the asymptoti two-term expansion of our theo-
retial rossover funtions to the singular behavior of the
experimental quantities, permits unambiguous determi-
nations of the three system-dependent parameters ϑ, ψ,
and g0. We then indiate how the dimensionless oupling
6onstant u∗0 may be used to haraterize omparable
systems whih belong to a same sublass of universality
when an expliit length sale unit (a) is known for eah
system. We show that the theoretial rossover funtions
then provide an expliit analytial form of the master
(i.e. unique) singular behavior assoiated to this sublass
and disriminate the role of the energy and length sale
fators for the sublass.
2.3.2. Non-analytial orretions disarded 
Some ideas on renormalization
The renormalized Φ4d (n) model of the perturbative FT
is an eient redution of a ompliated mathemati-
al problem whih originally involves an innite num-
ber of parameters to one parameter g (the renormalized
Φ4 oupling g of setion 2.1). In order to better under-
stand the impat of this redution, it is neessary to on-
sider the omplete and non-perturbative renormalization
group theory developed by Wilson [3℄.
Explaining the use of the renormalization theory in
the study of ritial phenomena is out of the sope of
the present paper. However, it is worthwhile to indiate
briey some general ideas whih may help someone to un-
derstand the use of our rossover funtions in omparison
with experimental data.
The RG theory is a general theory to treat situations
where innitely many degrees of freedom are orrelated,
suh as near a ritial point where the orrelation length
ξ diverges. Sine in suh ases, we are essentially in-
terested in desribing the large distane behavior, and
beause of the orrelations, one may represent the state
of a system near ritiality by means of a dimensionless
hamiltonian H whih depends only on a loal eld φ (x)
whih summarizes, over a volume of linear size Λ−1 en-
tered on x, only general properties of the genuine loal
variable whih ritially utuates (e.g. the spin vari-
ables Si of the Ising system). Beyond φ (x), H depends
also on the relevant physial parameters like the temper-
ature T and the magneti eld H (for the sake of sim-
pliity we shall not onsider H). The form of H is quite
general provided it satises some required properties of
symmetry. For systems whih are O(1)-symmetri [more
preisely Z2-symmetri, i.e. invariant under the hange
φ → −φ suh as Ising-like systems℄, then H must be an
even funtion of φ (when H = 0).
In order to onretize a bit the form of H, one may
look at its expansion for small values of φ (x), in the ase
of the Z2-symmetry, it beomes (a0 being a term whih
is usually disarded in FT) :
H = a0 +
∫
ddx
{
a1 (∇φ)2 + a2φ2 + a3φ4
+a4φ
6 + a5φ
2 (∇φ)2 + · · ·
}
(17)
in whih the expansion in powers of the derivatives is
a onsequene of the short range interations between
the original spins and the oeients ai depend on T .
Atually one is free to redene the global normalization
of the eld so as to set a1 = onstant (in general one
hooses a1 =
1
2 ) but this is not mandatory. Furthermore
all the dimensions are measured in terms of Λ, so that it
is onvenient to deal with dimensionless quantities in H.
The set
{
ai
(
T
Tc
)}
haraterizes a given physial system
near a ritial temperature Tc. It may be seen as the
oordinate of a point in a spae S of innite dimension.
The problem is that alulation of any ritial quantity
with H is very ompliated. The reason is that the pa-
rameters at hand
{
ai
(
T
Tc
)}
are attahed to the length
sale Λ−1, while the physis under onsideration refers
to phenomena that our at all the length sales smaller
than ξ and greater than Λ−1. Now beause the ratio
ξ
Λ−1 tends to innity, there are an innity of sales to be
aounted for to solve the problem.
Introduing a parameter s suh as s ∈ [0, ∞[, the
renormalization group transformations preisely on-
strut suessive hamiltonians H (s), obtained by inte-
grating out the degrees of freedom over the sales ranging
in
[
(e−sΛ)
−1
,Λ−1
]
, and then resaling bak the wave-
vetor sale (hene Λ′ = e−sΛ → Λ). By onstrution,
the renormalized hamiltonian H (s) presents a orrela-
tion length ξs whih is redued, ompared to the ξ of
the initial hamiltonian H (s = 0) = H, with ξs = e−sξ,
and the eetive hamiltonian H (s) is no longer ritial
when
ξ
Λ−1 ≃ 1. If the initial hamiltonian is ritial (i.e.
if ξ =∞), then H (s) reahes a xed point when s→∞.
The evolution of H (s) under an innitesimal hange
of s is governed by an equation, alled the exat RG
equation. It is a ompliated integro-dierential equation
whih may be expanded in powers of the derivative of the
eld without losing the non-perturbative harater of the
omplete theory (for a review see [29℄).
At leading order of the derivative expansion, alled the
loal potential approximation (LPA), the exat RG equa-
tion redues to an ordinary dierential equation for a
funtion V of one variable φ. Its relation to the Φ4d model
is better seen if one expands V in powers of φ. Imposing
the property of parity in φ, it beomes (for φ lose to 0):
V (φ, s) = V0 (s) + V2 (s)φ
2 + V4 (s)φ
4 + V6 (s)φ
6 + · · ·
(18)
The form of Eq. (18) shows the relation with Eq. (1)
when the derivatives of the eld are negleted (again, for
the sake of simpliity, the aount of h, whih would re-
quire the presene of odd powers of φ, is not onsidered
here). In partiular, the initial form hosen for V may be
diretly related to the bare parameters of the Φ4d model
with, e.g. Λ2V2 (0) =
r0
2 , and Λ
4−dV4 (0) =
g0
4! (and
V0 (0) = V6 (0) = 0), they are parameters attahed to the
mirosopi length sale Λ−1 of the initial hamiltonian
(s = 0). As for the renormalized oupling g of the per-
turbative framework, it is not a onstant but a running
parameter like V4 (s). To be more preise, one must look
at the ow of V (φ, s) solution of the RG equation.
7In LPA, the derivatives of the eld are negleted but
one may aount for all the eets of all the Hamiltonian
terms via the evolution of the omplete funtion V (φ)
under the ation of the RG transformation.
In three dimensions, a non-trivial xed point V˚ (φ) ex-
ists and may be (numerially) determined. One may il-
lustrate this by writing (as a formal polynomial of φ):
V˚ (φ) = V˚0 + V˚2φ
2 + V˚4φ
4 + V˚6φ
6 + · · · (19)
and then alulating the values of V˚0, V˚2, V˚4, V˚6, et.
As a onsequene, one may situate the xed point in
the formal spae S trunated to the set of ouplings
{V0, V2, V4, V6, · · · } of innite dimension. To visualize the
evolution of a RG trajetory of V (φ, s) (the evolution of
V (φ) under a ontinuous RG transformation ontroled
by the parameter s ∈ [0, ∞[ in S), one may projet it in
the plane {V4, V6}, for example.
We may hoose to integrate the dierential equation
with an initial simple form for V (φ, s = 0) like, for
example:
V (φ, 0) = V2 (0)φ
2 + V4 (0)φ
4 + V6 (0)φ
6
(20)
in whih V2 (0), V4 (0) and V6 (0) are numbers represent-
ing the initial values of V (s). As soon as s 6= 0, then
V (φ, s) ontains all powers of φ.
To approah the xed point V˚ (φ) starting with (20),
one must adjust one of the three initial parameters, e.g.
V2(0), to a partiular value V2c, whih depends on the
value hosen for the other parameters V4(0) and V6(0).
The requirement is similar to the adjustment of the rit-
ial temperature with a view to reah the ritial point
in atual systems. The resulting value Vc (φ) is said to
belong to the ritial subspae Sc of S, whih forms the
domain of attration to the W-FP. Sc has the same di-
mension as S minus one (the odimension of Sc is equal
to one) whih orresponds to the fat that the W-FP
has only one diretion of unstability, orresponding to a
diretion loally orthogonal to Sc (we suppose h = 0).
It is thus possible to illustrate the RG trajetories in
Sc whih, starting from some arbitrary points of S reah
the W-FP when s → ∞ (one initial parameter must be
nely adjusted). This is demonstrated in Figure 1. On
this gure one sees that, whatever their starting points,
the ritial trajetories reah the W-FP asymptotially
along a unique ideal trajetory whih links the G-FP to
the W-FP. The loser the starting points are hosen to
the G-FP, the longer is the way along this ideal traje-
tory. This ideal RG trajetory is alled the renormal-
ized trajetory (RT) beause the RG ow running on
it orresponds, in the viinity of the G-FP, to the RG
ow disovered in the perturbative theory of renormal-
ization. Sine the RT is a manifold of dimension one, a
single parameter (the renormalized oupling onstant
g) is suient to haraterize the RG ow running on it.
Hene, in some sense (there is an arbitrariness in the
denition of the renormalized oupling) the renormalized
(or running) oupling g of the perturbative framework
Figure 1: Ideal Renormalization Group trajetory in the bi-
nary diagram of oupling parameters V4 and V6 [see text and
Eqs. (19) and (20)℄.
impliitly ows along the RT. Atually, g is a funtion
of s, more preisely in the irumstanes of the massive
eld theory, it is a funtion of
m
Λ . The dierene with the
omplete Wilson's RG theory is that, in the perturbative
framework, one has impliitly assumed to be exatly on
the RT, so that the distane to the W-FP is measured by
the values taken by a unique parameter g
(
m
Λ
) − g∗ (g∗
being the value of g at the W-FP). The onsequene is the
presene of only one family of orretion-to-saling terms,
suh as in the following expansion of the (dimensioless)
orrelation length for example:
ℓ∗ (t∗) = ℓ∗±0 |t∗|−ν
[
1 +
∞∑
k=1
b±k |t∗|k∆
]
(21)
with ∆ a spei exponent the value of whih (lose to
0.5) may be estimated by resumming series of the renor-
malized perturbation theory of the Φ4d model. It is pre-
isely expansions like in Eq. (21) that have been summed
into the rossover funtions onsidered above.
The other transients not aounted for by the Φ4d model
(by impliitly assuming that the only possible RG tra-
jetory is the RT) are responsible for other kinds of
orretion-to-saling terms haraterized by a hierahi-
al set of exponents ∆j (j = 2, · · · ,∞) suh that:
∆ < ∆2 < ∆3 < · · · < ∆∞
8The fat that ∆ (the exponent whih ontrols the
asymptoti approah, along the RT, to the W-FP) is the
smallest exponent is well illustrated on Figure 1 by the
oinidene of all trajetories with the RT before reahing
the W-FP.
The few estimates of ∆2 indiate that its value in three
dimensions and for n = 1 is of order 2∆ so that, on a
general ground, the expansion (21) is a priori not valid
beyond the rst orretion term. This is why one often
uses the following two-term Wegner expansion to analyse
the experimental data:
ξ (∆τ∗) = ξ±0 |∆τ∗|−ν
[
1 + a±ξ |∆τ∗|∆
]
(22)
with the exponents ν and ∆ xed to their FT values.
The domain of validity of suh a two-term expansion is
alled the preasymptoti domain (PAD) and noted |t∗| .
LIsingPAD .
For the same reason, the rossover funtions alu-
lated in FT were not expeted to generally reprodue
the experimental data beyond the Ising like PAD. How-
ever this objetion does not aount for the amplitudes
of the orretion terms. It may well our that the o-
eients of the orretions assoiated to the exponents
∆j (j = 2, · · · ,∞) are very small so that in eet only
the Φ4d-like orretions have to be onsidered even on a
range of t∗ for whih several (more than two) terms of the
expansion of Eq. (21) are not negligible. It is the ase of
initial Hamiltonians the oordinates of the ritial point
of whih orrespond to a point lying very lose to the RT.
This partiularity may even validate the entire rossover
funtions of FT if the initial point lies lose to the G-FP.
Of ourse, the RT does not represent the unique pos-
sibility of approahing to the W-FP and the innite di-
mension of Sc leaves room for an innity of possibilities.
For example, there exists another attrative trajetory
whih is haraterized by an asymptoti approah to the
W-FP ontrolled by ∆2, and supplementary adjustment
of the initial Hamiltonian is needed to obtain this kind
of approah. For systems represented by suh Hamilto-
nians, the rossover funtions of FT have no utility at
all sine none of the orretion-to-saling terms is or-
ret. Similar and more ommon are those systems whih
orrespond to an approah to the W-FP from the op-
posite side ompared to the RT. Their ritial behavior
are haraterized by amplitudes of the rst orretion-
to-saling (ontrolled by ∆) with a sign opposite to that
generated by the approah along the RT [30℄.
Up to now, it is not possible to say a priori whih kind
of approah to the W-FP may orrespond to an atual
system whih belongs to a given universality lass. A way
to nd out is to try a t of test funtions to experimental
data. From suh tests, it seems that the sublass of one-
omponent uids orresponds to Hamiltonian lying very
lose to the RT [31℄. This is why the rossover funtions
of FT are good andidates to t the saling urves of that
sublass.
3. THE THEORETICAL MEAN CROSSOVER
FUNCTIONS
In this setion, we determine mean values of the
rossover funtions. We also take the opportunity of sim-
plifying the ad ho funtions by limiting the produts in
Eq. (5) to only three terms. Hene we have to determine
the value of parameters like those entering Eqs. (5) and
(6), but with K = 3 for all quantities and so that the or-
responding ad ho funtions lie just in-between the max
and min bounded funtions published in Ref. [14℄. To
aomplish this, the following is taken into onsideration.
1. The required preision in tting eah property re-
quires the reourse to phenomenologial onuent
funtionsD±p (t
∗) [Eq.(6)℄ whih essentially aount
for the rossover between the values ∆ ∼ 12 of the
Ising-like onuent exponent as t∗ → 0, and the
exat value ∆mf =
1
2 of the mean-eld-like onu-
ent exponent as t∗ → ∞. Suh a rossover intro-
dues the following ondition
S±P,1 = S
±
P,2 (1−∆+∆mf ) (23)
whih onfers to one parameter among S±P,1 and
S±P,2, a notieable dierene from the other on-
stants appearing in Eqs. (5) and (6).
2. In [14℄, the ad ho funtions for the suseptibility in
the homogeneous phase are already dened with a
three-term produt. In that ase, the behaviors of
D+χ (t
∗) as a funtion of t∗ as illustrated in Figure
2, learly show that the ondition
S±χ,2
√
t∗0 = 1
an be used as an indiative sensor of the lassial-
to-ritial rossover (C3) domain (t∗0 stands for the
values of t∗ where the ad ho onuent funtions
take on preisely the mean value ∆ 1
2
=
∆+∆mf
2 ).
The extension δLC3 of the assoiated intermedi-
ate t∗-range an be measured by a harateristi
amplitude ̟ < 1 [whih remains to be dened,
see below Eq. (39)℄, suh that to ̟
(
S±χ,2
)−2
.
t∗ ∈ [δLC3] . 1̟
(
S±χ,2
)−2
, separating thus unam-
biguously an Ising-like asymptoti domain of ex-
tension t∗ < LIsing = ̟ (S±χ,2)−2 and a mean-eld
like asymptoti domain of extension t∗ > Lmf =
1
̟
(
S±χ,2
)−2
(see Figure 2).
3. The leading amplitudes Z
±
P , assoiated with their
respetive universal exponents eP satisfying sal-
ing laws, are unambiguously related by universal
amplitude ombinations between them.
4. A part of {Xi, Yi}±P 's aounts for the universal fea-
tures assoiated to the ritial onuent orretions
9Figure 2: Typial rossover behaviors of the onuent
rossover funtion D+χ (t
∗) [Eq. (6)℄, for the bounded (max
and min) ritial onuent exponents. as a funtion of
the thermal eld (at zero ordering eld) for the susepti-
bility in the homogenous phase (T > Tc). The vertial
lines are indiative of typial disrete variations of the on-
uent funtion, showing the pratial interest of the ondi-
tion S+χ,2 (∆,∆mf )
√
t∗0 = 1 (rosses), whih orresponds to
D+χ (t
∗
0) = ∆ 1
2
=
∆+∆mf
2
. Using a single perfator ̟ < 1
whih remains to be estimated [see below Eq. (40)℄, it is
possible to dene the extensions t∗ < LIsing = ̟ (S+χ,2)−2,
t∗ > Lmf = 1
̟
(
S+χ,2
)−2
, and LIsing . t∗ ∈ [δLC3] . Lmf , of
either, the Ising-like (Ising), or the mean-eld-like (mf), or
the lassial-to-ritial rossover (C3) domains, respetively
(see text for details).
to saling, expliitly haraterized by the single uni-
versal exponent∆ and one rst onuent amplitude
(see below) for t∗ → 0.
5. Another part aounts for the asymptoti mean-
eld behavior for t∗ → ∞ [impliitly haraterized
by the two (leading and onuent) exponents eP,mf
and ∆mf and their assoiated amplitudes (see be-
low)℄.
6. The remaining part aounts for the expeted
lassial-to-ritial rossover (C3) in the interme-
diate t∗-range (whih also remains to be dened,
see point 2 just above).
These remarks provide onstraints on the parameter
entering eah spei ad ho funtions. Let us onsider
those onstraints expliitly.
3.1. 3D Ising-like PAD desription
Sine the error estimates are the largest in the viinity
of the W-FP, it is in the Ising-like PAD limit that the
determination of the mean value has important onse-
quenes.
Let us dene a set of four onstraints to ontrol the
mean Ising-like PAD desription within the two limiting
Ising-like PAD desriptions given by the bounded fun-
tions FP,max and FP,min, respetively.
Starting with Eq. (5), we rst onsider the two-term
(Wegner) expansion of FP (t
∗):
FPADP,Ising (t
∗) = Z±P (t
∗)
−eP
[
1 + Z1,±P (t
∗)
∆
]
(24)
where the funtion FPADP,Ising (t
∗) is valid within some
Ising-like PAD extension t∗ ≤ LIsingPAD . To estimate mean
exponents and mean amplitudes of Eq. (24) from max
and min ones, we impose the following four obvious on-
ditions
eP =
eP,max + eP,min
2
(25)
Z
±
P =
√
Z
±
P,maxZ
±
P,min (26)
∆ =
∆max +∆min
2
(27)
Z
1,±
P =
∑3
i=1X
±
P,iY
±
P,i
=
∑K
i=1
X±
P,max,i
Y ±
P,max,i
+X±
P,min,i
Y ±
P,min,i
2
(28)
The leading term of our mean funtion is then idential
to the leading term of the mixing funtion
FEP,mix
[
t∗, D±P,mix (t
∗)
]
=
{
FP,max
[
t∗, D±P,max (t
∗)
]}E
×
{
FP,min
[
t∗, D±P,max (t
∗)
]}1−E
(29)
proposed in [14℄, with E = 12 . The three rst Eqs.
(25), (26), and (27), provide unequivoal determination
of the mean values of the three parameters eP , Z
±
P , and
∆, respetively. The Eq. (28) involves exlusively the
{Xi, Yi}±P 's.
3.2. Mean-eld-like PAD desription
To reover the (asymptoti) mean-eld-like behavior
of FP
[
t∗, D±P (t
∗)
]
in the limit t∗ → ∞, the following
relations are required
eP,mf = eP − 1
2
3∑
i=1
Y ±P,i (30)
Z
±
P,mf = Z
±
P
3∏
i=1
(
X±P,i
)Y ±
P,i
(31)
where eP,mf and Z
±
P,mf are the mean-eld (lassial) val-
ues of the asymptoti exponent and amplitude, respe-
tively. Suh a mean-eld situation as t∗ → ∞, an be
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easily haraterized in an equivalent manner to the above
Ising situation as t∗ → 0.
Therefore, the following restrited two-term expan-
sions
FPADP,mf (t
∗) = Z±P,mf (t
∗)
−emf
[
1 + Z1,±P,mf (t
∗)
−∆mf
]
(32)
an be easily determined for t∗ → ∞, whih are valid
lose to the G-FP, within the mean-eld-like PAD exten-
sion t∗ ≥ LmfPAD. In Eq. (32), ∆mf is the mean eld
exponent of the rst order term of lassial orretions,
and Z
1,±
P,mf is the assoiated amplitude dened by the
following equation
Z
1,±
P,mf =
3∑
i=1
Y ±P,i
X±P,i
(33)
As in the ase of the Ising-like PAD desription, we
impose four onditions on the ad ho mean funtion
to desribe the mean-eld PAD using the original pairs
{Xi, Yi}±P 's of the bounded funtions. These four ondi-
tions read as follows
eP,mf = eP − 12
∑3
i=1 Y
±
P,i
= 12 [eP,max + eP,min
− 12
∑K
i=1
(
Y ±P,max,i + Y
±
P,min,i
)] (34)
Z
±
P,mf = Z
±
P
∏3
i=1
(
X±P,i
)Y ±
P,i
=
√
Z
±
P,maxZ
±
P,min
×∏Ki=1
√(
X±P,max,i
)Y ±
P,max,i
(
X±P,min,i
)Y ±
P,min,i
(35)
∆P,mf =
1
2
(36)
Z
1,±
P,mf =
∑3
i=1
Y ±
P,i
X±
P,i
= λP2
∑K
i=1
(
Y ±
P,max,i
X±
P,max,i
+
Y ±
P,min,i
X±
P,min,i
)
(37)
Eq. (36) xes the mean value of the mean-eld-like
onuent exponent, unequivoally. The three Eqs.
(34), (35), and (37), added to Eq. (28), impose the mean
values of two pairs among the 3 pairs {Xi, Yi}±P 's.
3.3. Number and nature of the parameters
The above analysis demonstrates that the theoretial
mean funtion FP
[
t∗, D±P (t
∗)
]
must satisfy 9 onstraints
[Eqs. (23), (25) to (28), and (34) to (37)℄ to reprodue the
two asymptoti and pre-asymptoti branhes of a om-
plete rossover eet. Therefore, any FP
[
t∗, D±P (t
∗)
]
must ontain at least 9 parameters.
Eight of them an be readily unequivoally determined:
eP from Eq. (25), Z
±
P from Eq. (26), ∆ from Eq. (27),
∆mf from Eq. (36) and two {Xi, Yi}±P pairs from the four
Eqs. (28), (34), (35), and (37). Using S±P,2 (∆,∆mf ) as
an entry data in Eq. (6), leads to the supplementary
determination of S±P,1 (∆,∆mf ) from Eq. (23). Sub-
sequently, the parameters attahed to the intermediate
part of the rossover need to be determined.
The phenomenologial forms of Eqs. (5), (6) and (23),
with K = 3, introdue 12 parameters [the ase with K =
2 (10 parameters) is of limited interest due to the error-
bar propagation whih annot be aounted for via only
two {Xi, Yi}±P pairs℄. Therefore, for any tting proedure
whih uses S±P,2 (∆,∆mf ) as an entry (free) parameter,
only one {Xi, Yi}±P pair, remains truly free in the (K = 3)
produt terms of the MR rossover funtion.
The triad {S2, Xi, Yi}±P of the alulated parameters
is omposed of one rossover sensor S±P,2, harater-
isti of the t∗-loation of the lassial-to-ritial on-
uent rossover (see Figure 2), and one amplitude-
exponent pair {Xi, Yi}±P , proper to the shape of the
strit rossover part between the two asymptoti PAD
behaviors (we will illustrate this latter point below using
Figure 4 in  3.4).
Let us look for the possible existene of a unique value
S2 = cte [or S1 = cte by virtue of Eq. (23)℄, whatever
the seleted property and the onsidered (homogeneous
or non-homogeneous) phase of the system.
The S±P,i (∆,∆mf ) parameters are only related to the
two universal onuent exponents. However, the numer-
ial values of ∆ appear also onditioned by the error-
bar propagation of asymptoti unertainties provided by
the theoretial estimations of the leading universal expo-
nents lose to the non-Gaussian xed point. In Figure
3 we have reported by rosses at onstant
∆+∆mf
2 as a
funtion of t∗, all the [max, min, and mixing℄ onditions
S±P,2
√
t∗ = 1, whatever P and ± states (extending then
the previous results reported in Figure 2 for the homo-
geneous suseptibility ase).
Sine the dispersion of the mixing onditions√
S±P,max,2S
±
P,min,2t
∗ = 1 is signiatively lowered, Fig-
ure 3 supports the possibility of hoosing a unique value
for S2.
Moreover, antiipating the S2 estimation given in the
following subsetion, the resulting mean value S2 =
22.9007, ommon to all the properties and all the states,
provides a ondition S2
√
t∗0 = 1 in lose agreement with
the previous mixed onditions, as shown by the orre-
sponding vertial line in Figure 3. The departure of
the non-homogenous heat apaity ase is probably due
to the umulative eet of the error bar propagation of
the unertainties on the exponent and on the ritial
bakground amplitude estimations, related here to the
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Figure 3: Charateristi values of the rossover ondition
S±P,2 (∆,∆mf )
√
t∗ = 1, for all the min (upper rosses at
same ∆max value) and max (lower rosses at same ∆min
value) rossover funtions estimated in Ref. [14℄ (lin-log ∆;t∗
diagram). The P (property) olor indexations are: green
χ∗ (+), red ℓ∗ (+), blue C∗ (+), pink m∗ (−), dark green
χ∗ (−), and dark blue C∗ (−). The orresponding values
for the mixing rossover funtions with E = 1
2
[see Eq.
(29)℄, are indiated by the intermediate rosses (at same
∆mean =
∆max+∆min
2
value). The linear segments show
the agreement with the assoiated geometrial mean values√
S±P,max,2S
±
P,min,2t
∗ = 1 of the min and max rossover on-
ditions. The vertial line illustrates the universal rossover
ondition S2
√
t∗0 = 1 [where D
(
1
[S2(∆mean,∆mf)]
2
)
=
∆mean+∆mf
2
from Eq. (6)℄, whih is seleted in the present
study, whatever the property (P ) or the phase domain (±).
non-zero value of the regular bakground term (equal
to 3) below Tc. We an then note that the above well-
ontrolled origin of this universal model-parameter S2,
partly ompensates for the arbitrariness of its numerial
value.
3.4. Unique form of the mean onuent funtion
For eah property, the three assoiated funtions,
FP,th
[
t∗, D±P (t
∗)
]
=


FP,max
[
t∗, D±P,max (t
∗)
]
FP,min
[
t∗, D±P,max (t
∗)
]
F
E= 12
P,mix
[
t∗, D±P,mix (t
∗)
]


,
proposed in referene [14℄ an be onsidered. The three
orresponding residual funtions, rP (t
∗), expressed in
%, are alulated from referene to our mean fun-
tion noted FP [t
∗, D (t∗)], suh as rP (t
∗) = 100 ×(
FP,th[t∗,D±P (t
∗)]
FP [t∗,D(t∗)]
− 1
)
. The results reported hereafter are
obtained from the minimization method of the residuals
0 P 1/ℓ∗ 1/χ∗ C∗
1 e+P −0.6303875 −1.2395935 0.1088375
2 Z+P 2.121008 3.709601 1.719788
3 ∆ 0.50189
4 Z1,+P −5.81623 −8.56347 8.06569
5 S1 22.8573
6 S2 22.9007
7 XP,1 40.0606 29.1778 36.6874
8 YP,1 −0.098968 −0.178403 0.220033
9 XP,2 11.93211 11.7625 3.23787
10 YP,2 −0.153912 −0.282241 −0.000133095
11 XP,3 1.902735 2.05948 2.84102
12 YP,3 −0.00789505 −0.0185424 −0.00222489
13 XC −3.79829
14 eP,mf −0.5 −1 0
15 Z+P,mf 1 1 3.79004
16 ∆mf −0.5
17 Z1,+P,mf −0.0195196 −0.0391128 0.00517327
Table I: Numerial values of the parameters of the mean
rossover funtions FP [t
∗, D (t∗)] [see Eqs. (5) and (6), with
K = 3 and S±P,2 = S2℄, orresponding to the dimensionless
orrelation length ℓ∗, suseptibility χ∗, and spei heat C∗,
in the homogeneous phase (T > Tc). The lines 1 to 4 orre-
spond to the harateristi parameters of the Ising-like PAD
desription [see Eqs. (24) to (28)℄, while the lines 14 to 17
orrespond to the harateristi parameters of the mean eld-
like PAD desription [see Eqs. (32) to (37℄. The universal val-
ues of the interrelated rossover sensors S1 and S2 [see Eqs.
(23)℄, are given in the lines 5 and 6. The values of the three
amplitude-exponent pairs {Xi, Yi}+P given in lines 7 to 12,
have been determined by a arefull adjustement to the theo-
retial mixing funtions of Eq. (29) (with E = 1
2
) proposed in
Ref. [14℄, using spei onstraints of Equations (25) to (28)
and (34) to (37). The value of the ritial bakground XC of
the spei heat given in line 13 is the mean value of the min
and max values of parameters X6 of Ref. [14℄.
related only to the mixing funtion with E = 12 [see Eq.
29℄.
In a rst step, starting with the suseptibility in
the homogeneous phase as a basi property (sine
K = 3 already), we have validated the deriva-
tion of several mean funtions using several entry tri-
ads made of
√
S+χ,max,2S
+
χ,min,2 and one among the
three pairs {Xi,max, Yi,max}+χ , {Xi,min, Yi,min}+χ , or{√
Xi,maxXi,min,
Yi,max+Yi,min
2
}±
χ
for eah i value be-
tween 1 to K. The two remaining pairs {Xj 6=i, Yj 6=i}+χ s
were then alulated from Eqs.( 28), (34), (35) and (37).
This step was then repeated for all the properties with
two main results:
1. at least one solution with K = 3 exists for all the
properties and all the states;
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0 P m∗ (MR7) m∗ (MR67) 1/χ∗ C∗
1 e−P 0.3257845 0.3257845 −1.2395935 0.1088375
2 Z−P 0.937528 0.937528 17.762821 3.203771
3 ∆ 0.50189 0.50189
4 Z1,−P 3.42538 7.70712 −40.4666 6.69984
5 S1 22.8573 22.8573
6 S2 22.9007 22.9007
7 XP,1 219.597 124.274 470.671 116.515
8 YP,1 −0.0284374 0.0206744 −0.0332665 −0.105953
9 XP,2 38.3772 20.9461 43.6468 72.9532
10 YP,2 0.224464 0.20453 −0.585082 0.247902
11 XP,3 6.92804 6.92808 5.2264 12.6739
12 YP,3 0.152404 0.123226 0.139161 0.0757262
13 XC −3.79349
14 eP,mf 0.5 0.5 −1 0
15 Z−P,mf
√
6
√
6 2 6.79349
16 ∆mf −0.5 −0.5
17 Z1,−P,mf 0.0277176 0.0277175 0.0131516 0.00846373
Table II: Same as Table I for the dimensionless order pa-
rameter m∗, suseptibility χ∗, and spei heat C∗, in the
non-homogeneous phase (T < Tc). The distintion be-
tween the MR7 and MR 67 results aounts for dierene
in the numerial values of the rst onuent amplitude Z
1
M
of Eq. (28), whih provides the (entral) universal values
Z
1
M
Z
1,+
χ
(MR7) = 0.45 and
Z
1
M
Z
1,+
χ
(MR67) ≡ Z1M
Z
1,+
χ
(MR6) = 0.9
(see Appendix B for details).
2. the residuals are minimum for the triad{√
Smax,2Smin,2,
√
Xi,maxXi,min,
Yi,max+Yi,min
2
}±
P
.
The following omplementary observations were also
made:
1. The signiative values of residuals are in a t∗-range
where S±P,2
√
t∗ ≃ 1.
2. The t∗-range where our mean funtions ompare to
the max (or min) funtions, orresponds to t∗ >
0.1
S±
P,2
(in this domain, the residuals are of the same
order of magnitude than those obtained using the
(E = 12 ) mixing funtions and remains . 10
−3
).
3. Eah Ising-like PAD desription by equation (24)
agrees with the omplete rossover funtion within
an error-bar lower than 0.01% for t∗ ≤ LIsingPAD ,
where LIsingPAD is then dened by the value(
S±P,2
)2
LIsingPAD ≃ 10−3 (38)
In a seond step, for the inverse suseptibility and the
inverse orrelation length in the homogeneous state, we
have minimized the residuals by suessive small vari-
ations around the above mixing values of eah onsti-
tutive parameter of the entry triad. We have then se-
leted the best mean funtions for eah property, using
the mean value S2 = 22.9007 of the two optimized values
Sχ,2 = 22.9321 and Sξ,2 = 22.8693, assoiated to χ and
ξ, respetively. The nal step was to minimize all the
residuals with S2 = 22.9007 xed, whatever the property
or the domain. As a main onsequene, the universal on-
uent rossover ondition S2
√
t∗ = 1 is suh that t∗ = t∗0,
with
t∗0 =
1
(S2)
2
∼= 2. 10−3 (39)
Aordingly, Eq. (38) has a universal form whatever the
property, leading to well-ontrolled PAD extension t∗ ≤
LIsingPAD , with
LIsingPAD ≃
10−3
(S2)
2 = ̟ × t∗0 ∼= 2. 10−6 (40)
where ̟ ∼= 10−3 is then a onvenient parameter to a-
ount for the intermediate rossover range between the
two (Ising like and mean eld like) PADs (see Figure 2,
for the suseptibility ase as a typial example ).
The orresponding parameters of the theoretial mean
funtions are given in Table I (homogeneous state, ∆τ∗ >
0) and Table II (non-homogeneous state, ∆τ∗ < 0). The
mean rossover funtions for the suseptibility, the or-
relation length and spei heat in the homogeneous do-
main are within the above theoretial level of preision in
the omplete t∗-range. For the order parameter, susep-
tibility and spei heat in the non-homogeneous domain
we get a suient auray (±0.1%) to have agreement
with the theoretial rossover shape in the intermediate
t∗-range. The MR67 order parameter ase in the non-
homogeneous domain is the objet of a spei analysis
(see Appendix B) related to the appliation restrited to
the one omponent uid sublass. Correspondingly, for a
more detailed analysis on the level of preision, we have
also reported in this Appendix B the residuals for all the
properties (see Figures 5 to 10).
To evaluate the inuene of the onstant universal
value S2 = cte = 22.9007, we have made a ompari-
son between all the t∗eP -values where the following loal
mean value
eP,eff = eP, 12 =
eP + emf
2
(41)
of the eetive exponent eP,eff ours for any max, min,
and mixing rossover funtion [the eetive exponent is
given by the equation eP,eff = −∂ ln[FP [t
∗,D±
P
(t∗)]]
∂ ln t∗ [32℄℄.
In Figure 4, using a vertial arbitrary unit (a.u.) sale
between ePmin, 12
(a.u.) = 0 to ePmax, 12 (a.u.) = 1, then
with eP, 12
(a.u.) = ePmix, 12 (a.u.) =
1
2 at t
∗ = t∗eP , permits
to generalize the (onuent) ∆ ase reported in Figure
3. We an observe that the onditions of Eq. (41) math
perfetly at t∗ = t∗eP for mean rossover funtions and
mixing rossover funtions.
Figure 4 is the seond result supporting our S2 = cte
suggestion to onstrut the universal onuent fun-
tion. The orresponding ondition ∆ 1
2
=
∆+∆mf
2 for
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Figure 4: t∗eP -position (semi-log sale) of the eetive mean
value eP, 1
2
=
eP+emf
2
, (in arbitrary units), between ritial
and lassial asymptoti exponents. Upper, lower, and me-
dian irles are for eP max, min, and mixing values of ref-
erene [14℄, while median rosses are for mean values of the
present mean rossover funtions. See the legend of Figure
3 for the P olor indexation. The vertial (blak) line in-
diates the t∗0-position for the universal onuent ondition
S2
√
t∗0 = 1. Note the signiative dierenes in t
∗
eP
-positions
for max, min, and mean values of the eetive leading expo-
nents for eah property, ompared to the universal eetive
onuent exponent ase reported in Figure 3.
the eetive onuent exponent, where S2
√
t∗0 = 1
[Eq. (39)℄, demonstrates that the t∗eP -values are read-
ily C3 in nature (see Figure 3), sine, either the on-
ditions
1
10
(
1
S2
)2
. t∗eP . 2
(
1
S2
)2
, or the onditions∣∣∣∆eff (t∗eP )−∆ 12
∣∣∣ < 12 ∣∣∣∆Asymp −∆ 12
∣∣∣, with ∆Asymp =
∆ or∆mf , are satised. We note that the relative t
∗
-
dierenes between the values of t∗γ (−) ≈ 110
(
1
S2
)2
, and
t∗γ (+) ≈ 2
(
1
S2
)2
, for the inverse suseptibility in the
non-homogeneous (−), and homogeneous (+), phases, is
orretly reprodued, while the t∗-similarity, t∗α (−) ≈
t∗α (+) ≈ 13
(
1
S2
)2
of the orresponding values for the
spei heat, is also reovered (ompare with the Figure
1 of Ref. [14℄).
4. CONCLUSION
By onstrution, the mean theoretial rossover fun-
tions determined in the present work do not aount
for any unertainty on the parameters whih, in the
preasymptoti ritial domain (PAD), haraterize the
ritial behavior of the funtions onsidered (orrela-
tion length, suseptibility, spei heat and oexistene
urve). The reourse to suh mean funtions is justied
by the fat that the amplitude and propagation of the
asymptoti error-bars have a large extension whih an
aet signiantly the lassial-to-ritial rossover espe-
ially in the intermediate region where most experimental
data are reported. Atually, it is known that in suh a
situation, when the omparison with experimental data is
made following the ommon way of trying to determine
the leading and rst onuent amplitudes in the Ising-
like PAD, the theoretial and experimental unertainties
add to eah other. Consequently, it is usual to x the ex-
ponents to their mean theoretial values in order to get
some denite information on the orretion amplitudes.
If we use the min and max theoretial rossover funtions
very lose to the ritial point, we obtain non-satisfying
information on the intermediate rossover beause the
physial parameters ϑ and ψ, introdued by the basi
Eqs. (12) and (13) are not suiently well dened. The
mean funtions onstruted with ontrolled onstraints
whih orretly aount for the universal features proper
to the Ising-like PAD, provide useful riteria to dene
the extension of the Ising-like PAD. Fitting the experi-
mental data with our mean rossover funtions an then
be a onvenient method to validate any phenomenolog-
ial approah by prediting the values of the two-sale
fators whih haraterize the asymptoti singular be-
havior within the Ising-like PAD and nally to identify
eventual sublass of universality. In a forthoming paper
[15℄, the importane of the mean rossover funtions will
be illustrated by providing a omplete haraterization
of the one omponent uid sublass, within an extended
asymptoti range well beyond the Ising like PAD, reover-
ing then the pratial intermediate range whih is usually
desribed by more omplex formulations [33, 34℄.
Appendix A: THE ADJUSTABLE PARAMETERS
To simplify our analysis, we selet the three-
dimensional Ising-like Φ4d=3 (n = 1) model, with g0 ∼
[length]
−1
.
Let us onsider the theoretial rossover funtion of
Eq. (5) for the (dimensionless) orrelation length ℓ∗ (t∗)
given in Table I at h∗ = 0 as a typial example, writing
then
ℓ∗ = g0 × ξexp (A1)
and [see Eq. (12)℄,
t∗ = ϑ×∆τ∗ (A2)
Now tting the experimental orrelation length
ξexp (∆τ
∗), in the homogeneous phase ∆τ∗ > 0, gives
aess to the two adjustable parameters g0 and ϑ. Conse-
quently, due to the asymptoti validity of Eq. (A2) lose
to the ritial point, is known the asymptoti two-term
Wegner expansion of the experimental singular behavior
for the orrelation length, whih reads as follows
ξexp = ξ
+
0 (∆τ
∗)−ν
[
1 + a+ξ (∆τ
∗)∆ + ...
]
(A3)
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Figure 5: Residuals (%) for the inverse suseptibility in the homogeneous phase. The right part ompares relative residuals
to the theoretial tting preision of 0.01%. Color indexation: green (dark green) : MR7 (MR6) min rossover funtion; blue
(dark blue): MR7 (MR6) max rossover funtion; red (dark red): MR7 (MR6) mixing rossover funtion with E = 1
2
; Residuals
for MR6 funtions are not visible in the magnied rigth sale, exept in the C3 range. Four harateristis t∗-positions are
indiated by vertial lines whih orrespond to the t∗ ≤ LIsingPAD (i.e. the Ising like PAD extension) (orange line), the S2
√
t∗0 = 1
ondition (blak line), the t∗ = t∗γ ondition [Eq. (41)℄ (blue line), and t
∗ ≥ LmfPAD (i.e. the mean eld like PAD extension)
(pink line), respetively (see text for details). The amplitude and propagation of the asymptoti theoretial error-bars for the
non-gausssian limit t∗ → 0 are learly evident in the left part. To ompare the amplitude of the theoretial error-bar to the
one of the experimental unertainty, the squared point and its assoiated theoretial error-bar indiate equivalene between
the model and the experimental situation enountered at the lowest  temperature distane T − Tc = 1mK above the ritial
temperature of xenon (see Ref. [15℄ for details). The rigth part orresponds to the residual magniation at the sale of the
allowed [14℄ theoretial preision level (≤ 0.01%).
Figure 6: Same as Figure 4 for the inverse orrelation length in the homogeneous phase.
The assoiated two-term expansion of the theoretial
funtion reads as follows
ℓ∗ =
(
Z
+
ℓ
)−1
(t∗)
−ν
[
1− Z1,+ℓ (t∗)∆ + ...
]
(A4)
Using Eqs. (A1,A2), a term-to-term identiation be-
tween Eqs. (A3) and (A4), gives,
ϑ =
(
a+ξ
−Z1,+ℓ
) 1
∆
(A5)
and
g−10 = ξ
+
0 Z
+
ℓ ϑ
ν
(A6)
Within the preasymptoti domain, the two adjustable
parameters of the model at h∗ = 0 are unequivoally
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Figure 7: Same as Figure 4 for the spei heat in the homogenous phase. Compared to results of Figures 4 and 5, the
signiative inreases in amplitude and propagation of the error-bars is suh as the residuals attain the admitted theoretial
level in the C3 domain.
Figure 8: Residuals (%) for the order parameter in the non-homogenous phase. See Appendix B for details between the MR7
(upper part) and MR 67 (lower part) results.
dened by Eqs. (A5) and (A6). Two important remarks
an be made:
i) the nonuniversal sale fator ϑ is uniquely dened
by the onuent orretions to saling;
ii) the nonuniversal inverse length g0 is proportional to
the inverse of the leading amplitude of the atual orre-
lation length.
>From now on, the omplete haraterization of the
16
Figure 9: Same as Figure 4 for the suseptibility in the non-homogenous phase. Compared to the general trend of all the other
max and min rossover funtions, a urious exat rossing between min and max funtions ours in the present ase around
t∗ ≃ 3 10−13, as revealed by the onverging residuals for t∗ < 10−5. That provides the maximun amplitude for theoretial
error-bars observed outside the PAD extension. The assoiated error-bar propagation is then signiative in a large C3 domain.
Figure 10: Same as Figure 4 for the spei heat in the non-homogenous phase. Compared to the homogeneous phase (Figure
6), we suspet that the non-zero value of the bakgroung term ontributes to inrease amplitude and error-bar propagation
over the C3 domain, leading to its over-extended range lose to the Gaussian limit t∗ →∞.
system would follow from the determination of ψ whih
requires the onsideration of one suplementary singular
property, suh as the suseptibility (as shown in the se-
ond paper [15℄).
However, the inverse length g0, determined from or-
relation length measurements, is not a natural sale
for the atual system beause a measurement of the or-
relation length would be a prerequisite ondition to set
the length sale unit. One may easily show [35℄ that
when the thermodynami desription of a magneti sys-
tem is normalized per partile, then all lengths are mea-
sured in units of the thermodynami mirosopi length
amag = (vmag)
1/d
(where vmag is the partile volume at
ritiality). In this respet, amag plays a role similar to
that of the lattie spaing aIsing of the Ising unompress-
ible solid. The natural approah is thus to rst hoose a
mirosopi length unit suh as aIsing, whih impliitly
introdues the number of partiles per lattie ell. There-
fore, the value of g0 is obtained via the length aIsing from
the determination of an intermediate parameter u∗Ising
[like in Eq. (15)℄ suh as:
g0 × aIsing = u∗Ising (A7)
As a onlusion, tting experimental results with the
dimensionless theoretial funtions requires referene to
one length sale unit [aIsing, or amag℄ and the energy
sale unit kBTc to redue to dimensionless quantities
the thermodynami and orrelation funtions. The t-
ting results of orrelation length and suseptibility mea-
surements for example [15℄, enable the determination of
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three dimensionless numbers ϑ, ψ, and g0 × aIsing (or
g0 × amag). In suh a situation, ϑ and ψ at as the
two-sale fators harateristi of the asymptoti univer-
sal features of the Ising-like system, while the produt
g0 × aIsing (or g0 × amag) insures that the extensivity of
the total marosopi system is orretly aounted for
in units of the atual ritial orrelation length.
However, to ompare between two systems of the same
universality lass remains not easy in the absene of
expliit thermodynami denition of the (oupling on-
stant) inverse length g0. This exerie is left to the seond
paper [15℄.
Appendix B: THE COEXISTENCE CURVE AND
ITS CONFLUENT CORRECTION ERROR-BAR
As explained in Ref. [14℄, the MR7 rossover funtions
involve a fored aount of the Guida and Zinn-Justin
estimates [27℄ of the universal ombinations between the
leading ritial amplitudes. This has indued an overesti-
mation of the unertainty on the orretion terms in MR7
ompared to the previous MR6 alulations (see setion
IIB2 of Ref. [14℄). In general this does not have an im-
portant impat on the resulting mean rossover funtions,
exept for the order parameter for whih the MR7 deter-
mination nally appears to have (relatively to MR6) a
poor quality (one may appreiate this dierene by look-
ing at bottom of Figures 2 (MR6) and 3 (MR7) of Ref.
[22℄, for example).
To irumvent this non-satisfatory error-bar situa-
tion, we have applied the proedure desribed in Se-
tion 3 to onstrut a modied rossover funtion (la-
belled MR67) of the order parameter. Atually, our
MR67 funtion inorporates the same mean value of
the leading amplitude as the MR7 one, ZM (MR67) =
ZM (MR7) = 0.937528, and ombines the MR6 entral
value of the universal ratio
Z
1
M
Z
1,+
χ
(MR6) = 0.9, with the
MR7 amplitude value of Z
1,+
χ (MR7) = 8.5635, so that
Z
1
M (MR67) = 7.70712. Using suh a pratie, we have
reported the diulty of aounting for error bars in the
MR7 alulations of the rossover funtions on only one
property in the non homogeneous range. In the forthom-
ing paper dediated to the study of the one omponent
uid sublass [15℄, a detailed analysis of this partiular
hoie will be presented.
The orresponding numerial values of the parameters
of Eq. (5), needed to alulate the MR67 mean rossover
funtion for the order parameter in non-homogeneous
state (t∗ < 0), are given in Table II.
For a reader interested in heking the level of prei-
sion for the present mean rossover funtions in the three
Ising-like, intermediate, and mean-eld like, t∗-range, we
have reported the residuals 100×
(
FP,max,min,mix[t
∗]
FP,mean(t∗)
− 1
)
for all the properties (see Figures 5 to 10). The right
part of eah gures gives the appropriate magnied sale
of the residuals to ompare with the estimated preison
(±0.01%) for the tting theoretial funtions.
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